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If it would save lives, would you jump out of the frying pan and into the fire? The heroes make the impossible
decision. They sneak out to find answers and take the fight to the enemy only to find a philosopher centaur,
blind priest, and an exiled murderer. They travel into an ancient cemetery for an encounter with spirits of
death and set out to assassinate the leader of the invading brutes in an effort to kill the beast by cutting its head
off. The trio of heroes are not your average adventurers. Whiskers is the scarred prisoner of war who spends
all of his time fighting out of his armor wondering why he brings it along. Eey is a dangerous elven assassin
who spends her time cooking, climbing trees, and meditating. And Justin is a young and inexperienced acolyte
priest that is babysat by the other two and yet he wants to be in charge. Add to this host of characters three
supporting people such as a sage female centaur, a wood elf covered in mud with pet shrews in his hair, and a
blind cleric who heals everyone except himself and we have a party to discover betrayal, human sacrifice, and
a well-intended genius black dragon. Journey With Death Series Reading Order: First Trilogy: Victim For Life
Beware Of Dogs In The Forest (Book #1) Behead The Snake In Charge (Book #2) Besiege The Darkness
With Light (Book #3) coming June 2015 Second Trilogy: Mercer's Scepter (Books #4-6) coming 2016 Third

Trilogy: Resurrection's Darkness (Books #7-9) coming 2017 First Trilogy: Victim For Life: In an age of
continental-wide war, an independent town in the wilderness, Deepwell, defends against an attack by unknown
brutes and requests help for a distant noble lord. Help comes by three veteran heroes (Whiskers, Eey, and
Justin) who find conflict, mystery, treachery, and continental consequences. Good and evil blur as
motivations, choices, and sacrifices are developed. Will the town be saved? Who are the butchering brutes?
Will the heroes solve the mystery in time? Will peace finally come to the two decade war torn land? The trio
of heroes is not your average adventurers. Whiskers is the scarred prisoner of war who spends all of his time
fighting out of his armor wondering why he brings it along. Eey is a dangerous elven assassin who spends her
time cooking, climbing trees, and meditating. And Justin is a young and inexperienced acolyte priest that is
babysat by the other two and yet he wants to be in charge. Add to this host of characters three supporting
people such as a sage female centaur, a wood elf covered in mud with pet shrews in his hair, and a blind cleric
who heals everyone except himself and we have a party to discover betrayal, human sacrifice, and a
well-intended genius black dragon. Journey With Death Series: The series follows the transformation of a
spying killer elf into the incarnation of Death. She doesn’t walk with Death, instead, she embodies Death. No
one stands before the sickle of the elven grim reaper not devils, demons, dragons, or dukes. Want to get the
latest updates on JJ’s most recent work? Join the mailing list by sending an email to jjshelleyAK@yahoo.com.
You will not get spammed and you will only receive emails announcing new releases.

